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Abstra t

We apply methods of abdu tion derived from propositional probabilisti reasoning to predi ate probabilisti reasoning, in parti ular indu tive logi , by treating nite predi ate knowledge bases as potentially in nite propositional knowledge bases. It is shown that for a range of predi ate knowledge
bases (su h as those typi ally asso iated with indu tive reasoning) and several key propositional
inferen e pro esses (in parti ular the Maximum Entropy Inferen e Pro ess) this pro edure is well
de ned, and furthermore yields an explanation for the validity of the indu tion in terms of `reasons'.
Keywords : Indu tive Logi , Probabilisti Reasoning, Abdu tion, Maximum Entropy, Un ertain Reasoning.

1

Motivation

Consider the following situation. I am sitting by a bend in a road and I start to
wonder how likely it is that the next ar whi h passes will skid on this bend. I have
some knowledge whi h seems relevant, for example I know that if there is i e on the
road then there is a good han e of a skid, and similarly if the bend is unsigned, the
amber adverse, et .. I possibly also have some knowledge of how likely it is that there
is i e on the road, how likely it is that the bend is unsigned (possibly onditioned
on the i iness of the road) et .. Noti e that this is generi knowledge whi h applies
equally to any potential passing ar.
Armed with this knowledge base I may now form some opinion as to the likely
out ome when the next ar passes. Subsequently several ars pass by. I note the
results and in onsequen e possibly revise my opinion as to the likelihood of the next
ar through skidding.
Clearly we are all apable of forming opinions, or beliefs, in this way, but is it
possible to formalize this indu tive pro ess, this pro ess of un ertain reasoning about a
general population (of potential passing ars in this ase) from basi generi knowledge
(of i e et .) and possibly some knowledge of a nite number of previous instan es (of
passing ars)?
In this paper we shall sket h su h a formalization for a limited lass of knowledge
bases. It is based on extending ideas on abdu tive reasoning about nite propositional
probabilisti knowledge bases to su h predi ate, and potentially in nite, knowledge
bases. In order to do this we shall assume that we are working in a predi ate language
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L with 0-ary predi ates (i.e. propositional variables) Q1 ; Q2 ; :::; Qq (e.g. standing for
`i e on the road' et .), a single unary predi ate P (x) (e.g. standing for ar x skids) and
a denumerable list of onstants a1 ; a2 ; a3 ; ::: (e.g. standing for the sequen e of passing
ars). Let SL denote the set of losed, quanti er free senten es of this language
using, say, the onne tives :; ^; _. Essentially then SL may be thought of as the
set of senten es of the propositional language with the in nite set of propositional
variables Q1 ; Q2 ; :::; Qq ; P (a1 ); P (a2 ); P (a3 ); :::. For future use let SL(r)  SL be
the set of senten es of the nite propositional language with propositional variables
Q1; Q2 ; :::; Qq ; P (a1 ); P (a2 ); P (a3 ); :::; P (ar ):
We shall further assume that our (generi ) knowledge base is of the form

1
[

=1

K (ai );

i

where K (a1 ) onsists of a (satis able) nite set of linear onstraints (over the reals)
1 Bel(1 ) + 2 Bel(2 ) + ::: +

m

Bel(m) = d;

on a subje tive probability fun tion Bel : SL ! [0; 1℄, with 1 ; 2 ; :::; m senten es
from SL(1) and K (ai ) is the result of repla ing a1 everywhere in K (a1 ) by ai . So, for
example, with the above interpretation of Q1 ; P (a1 ); et . my knowledge that given
the road is i y ar a1 will skid with (subje tive) probability 1/5 might be reformulated
as the linear onstraint

Bel(P (a1 ) ^ Q1) 1=5  Bel(Q1) = 0;
on my assigning subje tive probability fun tion Bel. Thus in this note we are identifying knowledge with a satis able set of linear onstraints on a probability fun tion
Bel where, as usual (see [6℄), a fun tion Bel : SL ! [0; 1℄ is a probability fun tion if
it satis es that for all ;  2 SL;
(P 1) If j=  then Bel() = 1;
(P 2) If j= :( ^ ) then Bel( _ ) = Bel() + Bel():
S
[It is easy to he k that if K (a1 ) is satis able then so is 1
i=1 K (ai ), and, of ourse,
onversely.℄
Noti e that the generi nature of the knowledge is aptured by the fa t that the
knowledge base is invariant under renaming, i.e. permutation, of the ai . Noti e also
that any onstraint in this knowledge base only mentions at most one ai . In other
words we are assuming that any relation between the P (ai ) is entirely a ounted for
by, or mediated through, their individual relationships to the Q1 ; Q2 ; :::; Qq . In terms
of our skidding example this amounts to the assumption that the a tion of one ar
does not dire tly in uen e the a tions of any other ar.
The question of indu tion (Q) that we are interested in here then is:-

Given my knowledge base 1
i=1 K (ai ) what belief (i.e. subje tive probability),
Bel(P (ai )), should
I
assign
to P (ai )? More generally what belief should I
V
assign to Bel( ri=1 P i (ani )) where the i 2 f0; 1g, and P i (ani ) is P (ani ) if
i = 1 and :P (ani ) if i = 0?
S
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[In su h expressions we take it as read that the ni are distin t.℄ It is important to
point out here that in asking this question we assume that the knowledge base sums
up all my knowledge (the so alled Watt's Assumption of [6℄).
Ideally (in our view) the answer to this question should follow from onsiderations
of rationality and ommon sensi ality. We shall onsider that point shortly. For the
moment however we noti e that there is one situation in whi h the `right' answer
seems abundantly lear. Namely, suppose K (a1 ) onsists of the ( onsistent) set of
onstraints:(i) Bel(P (a1 ) ^ Qj )
j Bel (Qj ) = 0; j = 1; 2; :::; q;
(ii) Bel(Qj ^ Qk ) = 0; 1  j < k  q;
P
(iii) Bel(Qj ) = j ; j = 1; 2; :::; q; where qj=1 j = 1:

(1.1)

In this ase the Qj form a omplete set of reasons, in that they are (i) `reasons' (for
j > 1=2, against if j < 1=2), (ii) disjoint, and (iii) exhaustive. Given a
knowledge base of this spe ial form there is an evident solution based on the impli it
assumption that the P (ai ) are, modulo the knowledge base, independent of ea h other,
namely:-

P (a1 ) if

Bel(P (ai )) =

q
X
j

and more generally

Bel(

r
^

=1

i

P

P i (ani )) =

q
X
j

=1

=1

j

j j ;

m
j

(1

j

)r

m

;

where m = i . We shall all this the anoni al solution based on this omplete
set of reasons. It is interesting to note at this point that if two reasons, Qi and Qj
say, have the same strength, that is i = j , then as far as the anoni al solution is
on erned they may be ombined into a single reason with this ommon strength and
weight  = i + j . From this point of view then reasons are hara terized purely by
their strengths.

2

The Maximum Entropy solution

We now turn to onsidering solutions Bel to 1
i=1 K (ai ) based on prin iples of ommon sense. Common sense prin iples were introdu ed expli itly in [8℄ (several of these
had appeared earlier, espe ially in [12℄, a paper drawing similar on lusions albeit from
rather stronger initial assumptions) as onstraints on the pro ess of assigning beliefs
from ( nite, linear) probabilisti knowledge bases. In this paper (subsequently improved in [6℄, [10℄ and [7℄) it was shown that the Maximum Entropy Inferen e Pro ess,
ME, is the only inferen e pro ess whi h satis es all these ommon sense prin iples.
S

To expand on this result and its ontext, in [8℄ we de ne an inferen e pro ess

N to be a fun tion whi h for any nite, linear, satis able, set K of onstraints on
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a probability fun tion Bel on the senten es S L of a nite propositional language
sele ts a parti ular probability fun tion Bel = N (K ) satisfying K 2 . Thus N
orresponds to a pro ess for ( onsistently) assigning probabilities on the basis of
su h knowledge bases K . The ommon sense prin iples referred to above arise by
onsiderations of the onsisten y (in its informal, everyday, sense) of this pro ess (see
in parti ular [7℄).

L,

As far as the inferen e pro ess ME is on erned, whilst it ould be de ned as the
unique solution to these prin iples it has an alternate, older, and mu h more pra ti al
hara terization. Namely ME (K ) is that solution Bel to K for whi h the entropy
2
X
n

=1

Bel( i )log(Bel( i ))

i

is maximal, where the

i

run over the atoms of S L, that is the senten es

p11 ^ p22 ^ ::: ^ pnn ; 1 ; 2 ; :::; n 2 f0; 1g;
where p1 ; p2 ; :::; pn enumerate the propositional variables of L.
Given this privileged status of ME it would seem natural to argue that the answer
to our question Q should be that provided by ME . Indeed, it ould be laimed that
to do otherwise would be to ontradi t ommon sense. Unfortunately
S however, we
annot me hani ally apply ME here be ause our knowledge base 1
i=1 K (ai ) and
the overlying language are in nite. Nevertheless, the nature of the original problem
points learly to the dire tion we should take. To illustrate this in the example of
the passing ars, we remark that the idea that there are a tually in nitely many of
them queuing up to negotiate this bend is (despite the daily impression left by the
rush hour!) learly an idealization3 . In truth there is only a `potential in nity', and
this being the ase we would argue that the orre t appli ation of ommon sense in
Q would be to assign

Bel(

r
^

=1

P i (ani ))

i

the value
Limn!1 ME (

n
[
j

=1

K (aj ))(

r
^

=1

P i (ani ));

(2.1)

i

assuming that this limit exits. Noti e that if all su h limits do exist (indeed this
applies to any inferen e pro ess, not just ME ) then the property that they satisfy
(P 1), (P 2) is also preserved in the limit. In other words these limiting values determine a probability fun tion on senten es of the language with propositional variables
P (a1 ); P (a2 ); P (a3 ); ::: .
2
L
N
Stri tly we should also in lude the language

as an argument of

. However for this paper we shall only

onsider

language invariant inferen e pro esses, that is inferen e pro esses whi h are independent of the overlying language
insofar as assigning probabilities to a parti ular senten e is

on erned. For a further explanation of this point see

[6℄

3 Though su

h a word

an hardly be

onsidered appropriate in this

ase!
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It is rather straightforward to show that in the ase where K (a1 ) is a omplete set
of reasons as in (1.1) the limit in (2.1) exists and equals the anoni al solution. [For
a proof of this result and the other main results in this paper see [13℄ or [11℄.℄ Indeed,
in this ase the situation is parti ularly simple be ause ea h sequen e

ME (

n
[
j

=1

K (aj ))(

r
^

=1

P i (ani ));

i

is eventually onstant.
More interesting is the ase of a general ( nite, satis able, of ourse) K (a1 ) as the
next theorem shows:Theorem 2.1

The limits
Limn!1 ME (

n
[
j

=1

K (aj ))(

r
^

=1

P i (ani ))

i

exist and agree with the anoni al solution for some omplete set of reasons.
This is perhaps initially a rather surprising result. It saysVthat no matter what
our generi Sknowledge K (a1 ) is, if we assign values to the ( ri=1 P i (ani )) a ording to ME ( nj=1 K (aj )) (i.e. a ording to ommon sense on the basis of knowledge
Sn
j =1 K (aj )) then in the limit these assignments look as if they have been based,
anoni ally, on some omplete set of reasons. In other words, in the limit `reasons'
have emerged to explain our answers!
Of ourse the proof itself provides some de-mysti ation, these `reasons' in fa t
orrespond in the limit to the atoms of the language with propositional variables
Q1; Q2 ; :::; Qq , so in parti ular there are just 2q of them. Thinking of these atoms as
spe ifying the ba kground world, or state of the world, in whi h the experiments are
to be ondu ted leads then in turn to identifying these `reasons' with the `possible
worlds'.
To give a spe i , albeit ompletely ontrived, example suppose you are sitting in
the waiting room of a driving test entre waiting for your nephew to return from
taking his test. You know nothing at all about your nephew's prowess at the wheel.
However you do have some fragments of knowledge about the arrangements for the
test itself. Namely; on any one day all tests are arried out by the same examiner (one
of L or S ) around the same ir uit (one of A or B ); on average 30% of drivers pass; a
driver who passes is twi e as likely to have been tested by L than by S ; if ir uit A is
hosen then the driver has only a 20% han e of passing; S prefers ir uit B 70% of
the time. The se retary now tells you with a mali ious grin that all 3 previous tests
that morning have resulted in failure. Based on this limited information what belief,
as subje tive probability, should you give to your nephew breaking the pattern?
Denoting the event of a su essful test for driver ai by P (ai ) et . and your personal
probability fun tion by Bel your knowledge might reasonably be aptured by the
following K (a1 ):
Bel(P (a1 )) = 3=10
Bel(P (a1 ) ^ :S ) = 2Bel(P (a1) ^ S )
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Bel(P (a1 )jA) = 1=5
Bel(:AjS ) = 7=10
In this ase the probability fun tion,

Bel(

r
^

=1

i

P i (ani )) = Limn!1 ME (

n
[
j

=1

K (aj ))(

r
^

=1

P i (ani ))

i

given by Theorem 2.1 is the anoni al solution of the omplete set of reasons given
by (1.1) when q = 4 ( orresponding to the 4 atoms A ^ S; A ^ :S; :A ^ S; :A ^ :S )
and the i ; i are given by

i
i

i

1
2
3
4
0:554
0:666 0:282 0:275
0:0824 0:000868 0:192 0:7243

In parti ular then, on learning of the 3 previous failures that morning Bel di tates
that you should only give probability
P4
i i (1 i )3
Bel(P (a4 )j:P (a1 ) ^ :P (a2 ) ^ :P (a3 )) = Pi=1
4  (1
3 = 0:167
i)
i=1 i
to your nephew passing.
It is important to emphasize in this example that, as with the rest of this paper, we
are dealing here with beliefs as subje tive probabilities. Were we to onsider the above
example in terms of obje tive probabilities, say as given by the long term frequen ies
of the various ombinations of ir uits, examiners and outV omes, then surely most of
us would be reasonably happy to assign a probability to ri=1 P i (ani ) of
X

RF (A ^ S )  RF (P (a1 )j  A ^ S )m (1 RF (P (a1 )j  A ^ S ))r

m

;

P

where as usual m = i and RF (A ^ S ) is the relative frequen y of A ^ S et .. In other
words, to a ept these A ^S as `reasons' with the i ; i given by the orresponding
relative frequen ies. What we show in this paper is that, if we a ept the arguments
for using ME in this way then omplete sets of reasons emerge naturally also in the
ase where probabilities are subje tive degrees of belief (and, as far as this paper is
on erned, K (a1 ) has this rather restri ted form).
To those familiar with the popular image of ME the on lusion that the atoms are
the `reasons' may, after some brief onsideration, appear a not unexpe ted arti e of
ME . After all, a ommon view of ME is that it tries to avoid introdu ing unne essary
dependen ies. In this ase (i.e. K (a1 )) it seems that the only way knowledge of the
out ome of one experiment an provide information about the out ome of another
experiment is through the mediation of its e e t on the possible worlds. Conditioning
on a xed world then should leave ME free to treat the experiments as entirely
independent.
Attra tive as this explanation may appear in this simple ase further investigations
would seem to suggest that this is not quite the whole story. Firstly, as we shall shortly
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see, this behavior is not simply an arti e of ME . Se ondly, as will be shown in a
forth oming paper, this behavior ontinues to be manifest in more general ases (than
the simple K (a1 ) we looked at here), in parti ular where nitely many predi ates P (x)
are allowed and where the above mentioned onditional independen e is la king.
3

The Minimum Distan e and

CM 1

solutions

In this se tion we onsider the orresponding situation with two other hoi es of
inferen e pro ess, the minimum distan e inferen e pro ess, MD, and the limiting
entre of mass inferen e pro ess CM 1 .
To begin with MD, this an be de ned analogously to ME but with the alternate
measure of `information ontent',
2
X
n

=1

(Bel( i )

1=2n )2

(3.1)

i

repla ing the Shannon information ontent
2
X
n

=1

Bel( i )log(Bel( i )):

i

In other words MD(K ) is that probability fun tion Bel satisfying K for whi h the
expression (3.1) is minimal. [See [6℄ for further motivation and properties of this
inferen e pro ess. In parti ular it is shown there that MD is, like ME , language
invariant.℄
In this ase rather more work is required (see [13℄ or [11℄) to prove a result whi h
for ME was rather straightforward, namely:Theorem 3.1

limits

If K (a1 ) is su h that the Qj form a omplete set of reasons then the
Limn!1 MD(

n
[

j =1
exist and equal the anoni al solution.

K (aj ))(

r
^

=1

P i (ani ))

i

We would onje ture that an analogous result to Theorem 2.1 also holds for MD
(and even gives the same answer as ME ). This has already been proved in a number of
ases although on rming it in full generality remains a topi for future investigation.
Turning now to CM 1 , its motivation (whi h was rst explained in [9℄, see also
[6℄) is rather di erent from that of MD or ME . Brie y, given a set of onstraints K
as above (on a probability fun tion Bel on senten es of the language with propositional variables p1 ; p2 ; :::; pn ) an initially perhaps rather obvious hoi e of a parti ular
`assigning' probability fun tion satisfying K might be the `most average' solution to
K , or more formally the entre of mass of the polytope of solutions of K (assuming
uniform density). Attra tive as this hoi e might appear, based as it is on some idea
of indi eren e, it a tually has a serious aw. Namely language invarian e fails. That
is, if we instead had onsidered K as a set of onstraints on a probability fun tion
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Bel de ned on the senten es of some other overlying language, for example the larger
language with n + 1 propositional variable p1 ; p2 ; :::; pn ; pn+1 , then this entre of mass

solution may well not agree with the entre of mass solution for the smaller language
on arguments ommon to both of them. In other words assigned beliefs depend on the
hosen overlying language, despite the fa t that in the real world we apparently do
not onsider this to be relevant. This learly alls into question the intuition behind
sele ting the entre of mass point in the rst pla e. However some re on iliation is
possible by noti ing that if we ontinue to enlarge our language then these entre of
mass probability fun tions do settle down i.e. onverge, on their ommon arguments.
The inferen e pro ess sele ting these limiting probability fun tions, whi h does satisfy
language invarian e, is denote CM 1 (the ` entre of mass as the language size tends
to in nity').
Fortunately this inferen e pro ess has, as shown in [9℄, an alternative hara terization mu h more akin to those of ME and MD. Namely, CM 1 (K ) is that solution
Bel to K for whi h the sum
X
log(Bel( i ))

2
is maximal, where I = f i j for all Bel satisfying K; Bel( i ) = 0g: [It is easy to show,
i =I

see for example [6℄ page 74, that this maximum is not
solution Bel to K su h that Bel( i ) > 0 for all i 2= I .℄

1, that is that there is a

For this inferen e pro ess we an prove the following result:Theorem 3.2

limits

If K (a1 ) is su h that the Qj form a omplete set of reasons then the
Limn!1 CM 1 (

n
[

K (aj ))(

r
^

P i (ani ))

i=1
=1
exist and equal the anoni al solution orresponding to a omplete set of 3 reasons,
Q01; Q02 ; Q03 , with 1 = 1; 2 = 1=2; 3 = 0:
j

In other words a omplete set of reasons again emerges, only in this ase, unlike ME
and MD, it is not ne essarily the omplete set K (a1 )!

We would onje ture that an analogous result to Theorem 2.1 also holds for CM 1
(again with a limiting set of 3 omplete reasons as in Theorem 3.1), a result we have
already proved in a number of ases (see [11℄) though not yet in omplete generality. Clearly su h an answer seems open to riti ism in the ar/skid s enario sin e
it would imply that on e examples of both skidding and non-skidding ars had been
observed the onditional probability of any parti ular future ar skidding should be
1/2, independent of whatever other patterns or propensities had been observed.
4

De Finetti's Theorem

The fa t that ea h of the inferen e pro esses ME , MD, CM 1 gives limit probabilities
orresponding to anoni al solutions of omplete sets of reasons (at least for the ases
so far proven) is intriguing. Is there some ommon reason for the emergen e of
`reasons' like this? It is ertainly not the ase that this behavior is exhibited by all
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inferen e pro esses. For example, for
n
^

=

=1

pi i

( ) =

let

i

P

1
(n + 1)

n
t



where t = i , and de ne the (language invariant) inferen e pro ess D2 to sele t from
the solutions to K that probability fun tion Bel whi h minimizes the ` ross-entropy'
2n
X
(Bel( i )log (Bel( i )= ( i )):
i=1
In this ase then, for K (a1 ) the empty set of onstraints,
n
[

K (aj ))(

r
^

P i (ani )) =

1
(r + 1)


(4.1)
r ;
m
i=1
=1
P
where m = i , and these values do not orrespond to the anoni al solution of any
omplete set of reasons (as will be apparent shortly).

Limn!1 D2 (

j

There is another way of saying that the limit solutions for ME , MD, CM 1 orrespond to anoni al solutions of omplete sets of reasons. A ording to the elebrated
theorem of de Finetti, [3℄, (see also [4℄), if B is an ex hangeable probability fun tion
on the senten es of the language with propositional variables P (a1 ); P (a2 ); :::, that is

B(
depends only on r and

B(

P

r
^

=1

P i (ani ))

i

i , then

r
^

=1

P i (ani )) =

Z

xi (1 x)r i dF (x)

i

for some normalized measure F on [0; 1℄. Furthermore the values of B will orrespond
to the anoni al solution of a omplete set of reasons just if F is nite dis rete, that is
if all the measure in F (the 's) is on entrated on a nite number of dis rete points
(the 's).
Now it is easy to he k that in the ases of ME , S
MD, CM 1 dis ussed in this
paper the limiting probability fun tions Limn!1 ME ( nj=1 K (aj )) are ex hangeable
(essentially be ause these inferen es pro esses satisfy the Prin iple of Renaming, see
[6℄) so to say that the solution agrees with a anoni al solution of a omplete set
of reasons is equivalently saying that the orresponding de Finetti measure is nite
dis rete. [This explains the above example. The values given in (4.1) orrespond to
the standard (uniform) Lebesgue measure whi h, of ourse, is not dis rete.℄
5

Con lusion

In this paper we have provided a framework and methodology for indu tive reasoning
as a limiting ase of probabilisti propositional un ertain reasoning. We have shown
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that in a number of important ases the limit is well de ned and furthermore orresponds to the anoni al solution based on a omplete set of reasons. The problem
of fully explaining this phenomenon and as ertaining its persisten e for more general
knowledge bases remains a subje t of resear h.
The emergen e of `reasons' in this fashion is parti ularly intriguing in the ase
of the maximum entropy inferen e pro ess whi h, we have previously argued, for
example in [7℄, orresponds to the idealization of ommon sense, and so one might
argue, should be normative for intelligent agents like ourselves. Su h a on lusion
for indu tion would stand squarely opposed to the onventional Carnapian approa h
(see for example [5℄, [1℄, [2℄) based on onsiderations of symmetry et . whi h yield
ontinuous de Finetti measures.
6
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